Classification of breast tumors using elastographic and B-mode features: comparison of automatic selection of representative slice and physician-selected slice of images.
Inter-observer variability and image quality are two key factors that can affect the diagnostic performance of elastography and B-mode ultrasound for breast tumor characterization. The purpose of this study is to use an image quantification method that automatically chooses a representative slice and then segments the tumor contour to evaluate the diagnostic features for tumor characterization. First, the representative slice is selected based on either the stiffness inside the tumor (the signal-to-noise ratio on the elastogram [SNRe]) or the contrast between the tumor and the surrounding normal tissue (the contrast-to-noise ratio on the elastogram [CNRe]). Next, the level set method is used to segment the tumor contour. Finally, the B-mode and elastographic features related to the segmented tumor are extracted for tumor characterization. The performance of the representative slice selected using the proposed methods is compared to that of the physician-selected slice in 151 biopsy-proven lesions (89 benign and 62 malignant). The diagnostic accuracies using elastographic features are 82.1% (124/151) for the slice with the maximum CNRe value, 82.1% (124/151) for the slice with the maximum SNRe value and 82.8% (125/151) for the physician-selected slice, whereas the diagnostic accuracies using B-mode features are 80.8% (122/151) for the slice with the maximum CNRe value, 87.4% (132/151) for the slice with the maximum SNRe value and 84.1% (127/151) for the physician-selected slice. When using both the B-mode and elastographic features to characterize the tumor, the accuracy of diagnosis is 86.1% (130/151) for the slice with the maximum CNRe value, 90.1% (136/151) for the slice with the maximum SNRe value and 89.4% (135/151) for the physician-selected slice. Our results show that the representative slice selected by SNRe and CNRe could be used to reduce the observer variability and to increase the diagnostic performance by the B-mode and elastographic features.